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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with nonlinear differential equations of the 
form 
Lx + q(t)f(t, 4 = 0, (1) 
where n is even and L, denotes the disconjugate differential operator 
ld 1 d d 1 d . -- 
L, =Pn(t)~i:Pn-lo-“‘dtpl(t) dt%(t)’ (2) 
The following conditions are assumed to hold: 
(a) pi , 0 < i < n, and 4 are continuous and positive 
on [a, a>; 
(3) 
(b) f is continuous on [a, CD) x R, f(t, x) is nondecreaaing 
in x, and xf(t, x) > 0 for x # 0. 
We introduce the notation: 
w; Pa)(t) = fg, 
0 
(4) 
l d il WY Po t...> Pi)(t) = P z D - (xi P, ,...,pj-A(t), 1 <j&n. 
3 
The differential operator L, delined by (2) can then be written as 
L, = D”(*; P, ,.a., P,). 
The domain 9(L,) of L, is defined to be the set of all functions x: [T,, oo)+R 
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such that D(x; p,, , ,..., p,)(t), 0 <i < tl, exist and are continuous on [T% , 00). 
By a proper solution of equation (1) we mean a function x E 9(L,) which satisfies 
(1) on [Z’, , co) and sup{1 x(t)1 : t > T} > 0 for any T 3 T, . A proper solution 
of (1) is called oscillatory if the set of its zeros is unbounded, and it is called 
nonoscillatory otherwise. Equation (1) itself is said to be oscillatory if all of its 
proper solutions are oscillatory. 
Our objective is to establish oscillation criteria for a class of “weakly super- 
linear” equations of the form (1) by relating their oscillation to the “conditional 
oscillation” of the linear equation 
L,x + q(t) x = 0. (5) 
Specifically, we use some recent results regarding the asymptotic growth of 
nonoscillatory solutions of (1) ( see Lemma 3) to establish criteria for the 
oscillation of (1) which are based on the conditional oscillation of (5). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For superlinear equations of the form (1) there exist several generalizations 
of a fundamental result of Atkinson [l J giving necessary and sufficient conditions 
for (1) to be oscillatory (for example, see [4, 51). However, the oscillation criteria 
to be developed here are based on a much weaker form of superlinearity than 
that required to develop theorems of Atkinson’s type. 
DEFINITION 1. Equation (1) is said to be weakly superlinear if 
uniformly for t E [a, 00). 
The notion of “conditional oscillation” was introduced by Nehari for the case 
n = 2 in [7]. It can be generalized as follows. 
DEFINITION 2. Equation (5) is conditionally oscillatoy if there exists 
a constant M > 0 such that L,x + Mp(t) x = 0 is ocsillatory. 
The prototype for the concept of conditional oscillation is the Euler equation 
X” + (l/P) x = 0, since x” + (M/P) x = 0 is oscillatory whenever M > l/4. 
.In order to use this concept to relate Eqs. (1) and (5) for 11 Z 2 we shall make 
basic use of the following result of Canturija [2]. 
LEMMA 1. If there exists an eventudy positive function y E 9(L,) saiisfytzg 
L, y + q(t) f (t, y) < 0 for all large t, then (1) kas an eventually positive solution. 
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To formulate some further preparatory results, let ir, E {I,..., n - l}, 1 < k < 
71 - 1, and t, s E [a, co). Generalizing upon notation introduced by Willett 
[lo], we define 
I, = 1, 
(6) 
It is easy to verify that for 1 < K < n - 1 
I&, s; pi, ,a.*, Pi,) = (-l)“I?&, t; PilYVP,,), 
I&, s; pi, ,.a-, P,,) = f~i#) L-l(f, u; pi, v..,~iJ du. 
s 
(7) 
(8) 
In what follows we assume that the operator L, is in canonical form in the 
sense that it satisfies 
s am p,(t) dt = 00 for 1 <i<fz---1. (9) 
It is known that any disconjugate operator L, of the form (2) can always be 
represented in canonical form in an essentially unique way (see Trench Es]). 
LEMhC4 2. &dppose x E C@(L,) satis$es x(t)L,x(t) < 0 on [t,, , 03). Then 
there exist an odd integer 1, 1 < 1 < n - 1, and a t1 > t,, such that 
x(t) Oj(x; p, ,..., j%)(t) > 0 on [tl;co) for 0 <ia, (10) 
(-l)j-” x(t) D(x; p, ,..., pi)(t) > 0 on [tl, a) for 1+ 1 <i<?z. (11) 
This lemma generalizes a well-known lemma of Kiguradze [3], can be proved 
similarly, and is closely related to Lemma 1 of [9]. We shall also need a basic 
result concerning the asymptotic behavior of solutions of differential equations 
of the form 
L,x + F(t, x) = 0, WI 
where F is continuous on [a, co) x R, F(t, x) is nondecreasing in x for fixed t. 
and xF(t, x) > 0 for x # 0. For the sake of brevity we introduce the notation: 
J&, s) = p&) A(& s; P, ,.-*> Pi), .I$) = J&P 4 (13) 
K&, s) = pn(t) I&, s; p,-1 ,***, P,-i), K,(t) = Iqt, u). (14) 
LEMMA 3. Let i, 0 < i < n - 1, be fixed. Equation (12) hm a nonoscillatory 
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solution x such thut x(t)/J,(t) tends to a nonzero ( $nite) limit as t -+ CO if and only if 
s m &-,-l(t) I F(t, cJi(t>)l dt < 00 for some c E R - (0). (15) 
Lemma 3 establishes necessary and sufficient conditions for (12) to have 
nonoscillatory solutions which are asymptotic to the fundamental solutions 
{Ii(t): 0 6 i < n - l} of the unperturbed equation L,x = 0. The proof can 
be found in Kitamura and Kusano 151. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
We now turn to the nonlinear differential equation (1) under the standing 
hypothesis that (1) does possess proper solutions. The main result of this section 
is the following theorem of comparison type. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose (1) is weakly superlinear and that the related limar 
eq&ztion (5) is conditionally oscillatory. If lim inf,,, PO(t) > 0 and 
s m G&) 4(t) If (t, ~lo@)l dt = CcJ (16) 
for all c E R - {0}, then Eq. (1) is oscillatory. 
Proof. Choose M so, that L, y + Mq(t)y = 0 is oscillatory and let x(t) 
be a nonoscillatory solution of (1). We consider the case where x(t) > 0 for 
t > to >, a, the proof for x(t) < 0 being similar. It then follows that 
-m 
!%Qq = 
limX(t) = m 
tda POW 
since, by Lemma 2, Do@; PO)(t) = x(t)/pO(t) ’ p ‘t’ 1s osr rve and increasing, so that 
the limit limt,,[x(t)/$a(t)] exists in the extended real line. If the limit is finite, 
then from Lemma 3 with i = 0 it follows that 
s w K-l(t) q(t).f(t, c./,(t)) dt < 00
for some constant c > 0. But thiscontradicts (16), and so we must have (17). 
Since lim inf,,, PO(t) > 0, (17) implies lim,,, x(t) = co. Hence, in view of 
the weak super-linearity of (I), lim,,, [f (7, x(t))/x(t)] = CQ uniformly with 
respect to 7 E, [u, co), and there is T > to such that f (t, x(t)) > Mx(t) for t > T. 
From this and (1) we have 
for t > T, 
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so that Lemma 1 implies that the linear equation associated with (1) has a 
positive solution. But this contradicts the hypothesis of the theorem, thereby 
completing the proof. 
It is of interest to note that iff(t, x) does not depend on t, then the conclusion 
of Theorem 1 holds without checking the validity of condition (16). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that lim inf~,,p,,(t) > 0. Let f(x) be a continuous 
and nondecreasing function on R such that xf (x) > 0 for x # 0, and 
If(x)1 
,?‘iI_r, -p-j- = Ox- 
If (5) is conditionally oscillatory, then the equation 
-Lx + 4(t)f (x) = 0 (19) 
is oscillatory. 
Proof. Let c be any nonzero constant. Since lim it&,, p,,(t) > 0, there are 
positive numbers tl > a and 6 > 0 such that 1 cJ,(t)l = 1 cpo(t)l > 6 for t >, t, . 
Let y = inf1z1)6 [I f(x)l/ x I], where y > 0 by (18). Thus 
I f W&))l 2 Y I cL(t)l for t > t, . (20) 
NOW, since L,x + Mq(t) x = 0 is oscillatory, it follows from Lemma 3 that 
Mm 
I JL-l(t) q(f) I c.Wl dt = 00. (21) 
From (20) and (21) we see that (16) holds for any c E R - (0). The conclusion 
now follows from Theorem 1. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the weakly superlinear equation 
where 
XI + q(‘(t)f (t, x) = 0, (22) 
liy jnf t Jm Q(S) ds > 0. --t (23) t 
According to a theorem of Nehari [7j (23) assures the conditional oscillation of 
x” + q(t) x = 0. Therefore Theorem 1 asserts that (22) is oscillatory if 
J io W) If@, c)l dt = 00 for all c E R - (0). 
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EXAMPLE 2. Consider the equation 
d”x 
dt” + At-y(x) = 0, t >, 1, (24) 
where (11 and X > 0 are constants, 01 < -m + 1, andf(x) is as in Theoretn 2. 
According to a theorem of Kusano and Naito [6], the linear Euler equation 
d”x 
z + t”-“X = 0, tg1 (25) 
is conditionally oscillatory. Therefore Theorem 2 asserts that (24) is oscillatory 
foranyh>Oandor$--m+l. 
The next example shows that the conclusion of Theorems 1 and 2 is not 
true if the condition lim inf,,, PO(t) > 0 is not satisfied. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the equation 
(t-‘(Px)‘)’ + t-‘[log@ + t-l)]-1 x log@ + I X I) = 0 (26) 
for t > 1. Here n = 2, PO(t) = te2, pi(t) = t, j+(t) = 1, q(t) = t-‘[log(e i- t-‘)]-l 
andf(x) = x log@ + ) x I). We can take 
J&) = t-2, M) = 1; ho@) = 1, K,(t) = t2. 
The integral condition (16) is satisfied since 
= I m t2 - t-‘[log(e + t-l)]-l . ) ct-2 I log(e + I ct-2 I) dt 
= I$ t-l log(e + 1 c I te2)/log(e + t-l) dt = 00 
for any c E R - {O}. As easily checked, the associated linear equation 
(t-l(t”x)‘)’ + t-l[log(e + F1)]-l x = 0 
is conditionally oscillatory. However, equation (26) has a nonoscillatory solution 
x(t) = t-l. Note that limt+,p,(t) = 0. 
It can be shown that if the divergence in the definition of weak superlinearity 
is not uniform with respect to 1, then the conclusion of Theorem 1 becomes 
false. 
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EXAMPLE 4. Consider the equation 
(t-lx’)’ + t-3[log(e + t-l)]-1 x log@ + t-2 1 x I) = 0 
for t > 1. Note that 
(27) 
If (6 41 
,!$ -j-q- = ,$I$ log@ + t-2 1 x I) = 00, 
but that the divergence is not uniform in t > 1. Although all other conditions 
of Theorem 1 are satisfied, Eq. (27) h as a nonoscillatory solution x(t) = t. 
4. SUBLINEAR EQUATIONS 
We conclude with a comparison theorem to the effect that if a linear differential 
equation has a nonoscillatory solution, then so does a nonlinear equation which 
is “sublinear” is some sense. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose lim inf,,, pO(t) > 0 and that Eq. (1) is sublinear 
in the sense -that 
ljm If(44l -= 
Ixl-= 1x1 
0 uniformly in t E [a, co). 
If the litmzr equation 
L,x + mq(t) x = 0 
has a nonoscillatory solution for some m > 0, then so does equation (1). 
Proof. There are two possibilities: 
or 
If (t, cJ&Nl dt < 03 for some c E R - (01, I iL Ll@) 40)
s a KM(t) 4(t) If& cJ,Wl dt = ~0 for all 
c E R - {O}. 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
If (30) holds, then, by Lemma 3, (1) h as a nonoscillatory solution x(t) such that 
lim,,, [x(t)/JJt)] = a E R - (0). Suppose (31) holds. Because of (28) there is 
a constant OL > 0 such that 
lfk”4l <mIxI for 1 x 1 > 01 and t 3 a. (32) 
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Take a constant c # 0 such that / cJ,(t)j = 1 cpo(t)l 3 OL for t 3 t, . Then, 
from (32), jf(t, cJ,,(t))j < m 1 cJ,(t)j for t > tr , so that (31) yields 
Now let y(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of (29). We may assume y(t) > 0 
eventually. An argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 1 shows 
that lim,,,[ y(W.J,,(~)l = ~0. Hence lim,,,y(t) = co, so that, by (32), 
f(t, y(t)) ,< my(t) provided t is sufliciently large. It follows that 
L r(t) + !?(t)f(c r(t)) < 0 
for all large t. But this implies, in view of Lemma 1, that Eq. (1) possesses an 
eventually positive solution and completes the proof. 
EXAMPLE 5. Consider Eq. (24), h w ere a! # 0 and /\ > 0 are as in Example 2, 
f(x) is continuous and nondecreasing on R, x~(x) > 0 for x # 0 and 
lim if(x)i - 0. 
lx1-m 1 x 1 
Acoording to Theorem 3, Eq. (24) has a nonoscillatory solution for any h > 0, 
because the corresponding linear equation has the same property if h > 0 is 
sufficiently small. 
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